
Assembly tools that give time
More than 94 percent of time saved: igus tools allow rapid opening of energy
chains

Simple things are often the best. This also applies to assembling tools from igus. The tribo
polymer specialist develops tools that are especially used to open energy chains. This
reduces the assembling time by around 94 percent and as a result it minimizes the stand-
still of a machine.

With five new and simple chain openers you can rapidly
reduce the assembling time: Either by quick levering of
different energy chain series E4.21, E6.29, E61.29; the
comfortable insertion of separators, locking separators or
shelves, right up to the opening of the crossbars. The grips
and top pieces of the special tools can be ordered separa-
tely and can be easily replaced.

Easy to snap open: Opened within two seconds only
It is also possible with a simple screwdriver. However, the
benefit of a tool that is especially developed for the use in
energy chains takes a lot less effort and saves a great deal
of time in assembling, especially when chain links need to
be opened and closed in awkward places, for chains with
many separators, or in the case of the large E4 and E2/000 series. If the entire chain needs to be
opened or if upper or lower crossbars need to be levered - igus assembling tools simply make it
faster. If you need for example 33 seconds to open a chain manually, with the igus chain opener
this can be accomplished in only two seconds.

Dial for assembling: igus is close to the customer
Whoever doesn't want to do it themselves, can order the assembling service from igus. igus works
around the customers needs - from the interpretation of customer need right up to the full assem-
bly of any energy chain systems on-site. In addition, the igus energy chain specialist can advise

about best use of the products within the availa-
ble space and also where access equipment
might be necessary. A close network of service
and installation partners guarantees fast turna-
round. For more information about the tools see
the video at www.igus.eu/savetime
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Picture PM3513-1
With assembling tools igus energy chains
can be opened quickly. This saves time
and money. (Source: igus GmbH)

Picture PM3513-2
Time is money: igus tools will demonstrate the advantages of tools that are especially developed for the use in
energy chains. (Source: igus GmbH)
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CONTACT:

igus® GmbH
Spicher Str. 1a
D-51147 Köln
Phone +49-22 03 / 96 49-0
Fax     +49-22 03 / 96 49-222
info@igus.de
www.igus.de

About igus®:
The igus GmbH is a world`s leading manufacturer in
the field of energy chain systems and polymer plain
bearings. The family-run company is based in
Cologne, represented in 29 countries and contracts
2,200 employees worldwide. In 2012 igus generated
a turnover of 399 million Euro. igus operates the 
largest test laboratories and factories in its industry
to offer customers innovative and tailor-made pro-
ducts and solutions within the shortest time.
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The terms "igus, chainflex, readycable, easychain,
e-chain, e-chainsystems, energy chain, energy
chain system, flizz, readychain, triflex, twisterchain,
invis, drylin, iglidur, igubal, xiros, xirodur, plastics
for longer life, manus, vector" are legally protected
trademarks in the Federal Republic of Germany
and, where applicable, in some foreign countries.


